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A Lower Bounding Method for Channel and 
Source Coding Probabilities* 
JIM K. OMURA 
System Science Department, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024 
We present asimple general method for lower bounding various probabilities 
that arise in channel coding and source coding. This method, which is 
suggested by the works of Blahut (1972, 1974) and Marton (1974), makes use 
of discrimination functions and the notion of "dummy" sources and channels. 
The sphere packing lower bound in channel coding is just one example of an 
exponentially tight lower bound obtained in this way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Blahut (1972, 1974) used discrimination functions, originally 
introduced by Kullback (1968), to show some interesting relationships 
between hypothesis testing and information theory. He presented a new 
proof of the channel coding sphere packing lower bound and showed that the 
sphere packing exponent is a discrimination function. Blahut also proved a 
random coding upper bound to the probability of encoding a source sequence 
within a distortion level and again the exponent was a discrimination function. 
Later Marton (1974) proved tight upper and lower bounds to the same source 
encoding probability resulting in the same discrimination function as the 
exact exponential coefficient of the probability. 
In this partly tutorial paper we present a simple general method for 
obtaining exponentially decaying lower bounds for various probabilities that 
arise naturally in channel coding and source coding. In all cases the expo- 
nential coefficient is a discrimination function. This method, which is 
suggested by the works of Blahut and Marton, first requires a weak converse 
theorem before proving the lower bound. For example, to prove the sphere 
packing lower bound for rates less than channel capacity, we first need a 
weak converse bound for rates above capacity. For channel coding this weak 
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converse is applied to a "dummy" channel and a discrimination function 
between the dummy and real channels is defined. For source coding a 
"dummy" source is introduced and used in an analogous way. The rest of 
the proofs for the lower bounds require simple law of large numbers argu- 
ments. Since weak converse theorems are generally easy to prove this general 
method for proving lower bounds is simple. In all cases we find that the lower 
bounds are in fact exponentially tight for some range of rates. 
In Section 2 we consider a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with 
channel capacity C. We first examine the error probability when using a code 
d ~- {_x 1 , _xz ,..., _XM} of block length n and rate R = (log M)/n. In particular 
if (R, n) is the set of all such codes then we are interested in 
P,(R, n) = min P~(A) 
AeCg(R, n) 
for R < C, where P~(A) is the probability of decoding error when using 
code A and the optimum decoding rule. In the first part of Section 2 we give 
a new simple proof of the sphere packing lower bound to Pe(R, n). For some 
range of rates below capacity this lower bound is known to coincide exponen- 
tially with the random coding upper bound (Shannon et al., 1967; Gallager, 
1968) and so this bound is exponentially tight for this range of rates. For 
rates above capacity, R > C, we examine 
Pc(R, n) = max Pc(A), 
AeCg(R,n) 
where Pc(A) is the probability of correct decoding using code d .  In Section 2 
we derive a lower bound to P,(R, n) which coincides exponentially with 
Arimoto's upper bound (1973) for this case. Hence, the correct decoding 
exponent of Pc(R, n) is known exactly for some range of rates R > C. The 
exponent here is almost identical in form to the sphere packing exponent. 
In Section 3 we examine probabilities that arise in source coding. For 
a discrete memoryless source (DMS) and a bounded single--letter distortion 
measure, d(k,j), we examine a source code B ={y l  ,y2 .... ,YM} of block 
length n and rate R = (log M)/n. For any such code B and source sequence 
_x of length n we define 
where 
d(_x [ B) = min d(_x, y), 
y~B 
1 i d(x~, y~). d(x_, y) n ~=1 
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I f  5°(R, n) is the set of all such source codes then define 
P~(R,n;D) = min Pr{d(_x IB)~DIB} 
Be~(R,n) 
for R > R(D) and 
Pe(R, n; D) = max Pr{d(x lB)~D[B} 
BeS~(R,n) 
for R < R(D), where R(D) is the rate distortion function (Berger, 1971) for 
the given DMS and distortion measure. Here we derive lower bounds to both 
these probabilities using our general method. Although our proof is slightly 
different, the first part of this section is due to Marton (1974). She has shown 
that this bound is exponentially tight. 
At the end of Section 3 we also examine source coding probabilities using 
the "soft boundaries" introduced by the author (1973). Here again we define 
a discrimination function between a dummy source and the actual source 
which again is the exponential coefficient of the lower bound derived by our 
new method. 
In addition to some results that are new, this paper presents a simple 
general lower bounding technique for various probabilites that arise in 
channel coding and source coding. We also add some new interpretations and 
insights to the work of BlahUt (1974) in showing new relationships between 
discrimination functions and information theory. 
2. CHANNEL CODING PROBABILITIES 
Assume we have a DMC with input alphabet X = {0, 1,..., K - -1} ,  
output alphabet Y = {0, 1 .... , J -  1}, transition probability {P( j ]k)} ,  and 
capacity C. We are interested in the best possible performance of block 
encoding and decoding when a code A -= {x 1 , x 2 .... , X M} Of block length n 
and rate R ---- log M/n  is used. We define ~(R, n) as the set of all such block 
codes 
For rates less than capacity, R <: C, we will lower bound 
P~(R, n) --- rain P~(A), 
Ae~(R,n) 
(1) 
where P , (A)  is the probability of a decoding error when using code A. 
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Conversely for rates above capacity, R > C, we are interested in lower 
bounding 
Pc(R, n) ~. max Pc(A), (2) 
AeW(R,n) 
where Pc(A) is the probability of decoding correctly when using code A. 
We now introduce the notion of a "dummy" DMC with the same input 
and output alphabets and transition probability denoted {P(jlk)}. We also 
define a discrimination function between the dummy DMC with transition 
probability {P(j[ k)} and the actual DMC with transition probability P(j] k)} 
for each letter, 
I~(P, P) ~/~(J  [ k) lo- P( j l  k) = gP(j~ k) ' (3) 
k = O, 1,..., K - -  1. 
For a probability distribution over the input alphabet {Q(k)} we define an 
average discrimination, 
I(P, P; Q) n= ~ Q(k) In(fi, P). (4) 
k 
Next for any given y > 0 define the set 
t_y: l log P(_yl_x) 1 " 
n P~(_y [_x) n ,~ I*'(/~' P) < Y! G&x) 
P(y, I ~ , )G(E  p)) l <rl" (5) 
Having introduced the notion of a "dummy" DMC and discrimination 
between the dummy DMC and the actual DMC we now write general lower 
bounds to P~(A) and Pc(A) for a given code A = {x~, x 2 ,..., xM}. First define 
for each x,~ ~ A its composition probab!lity, 
Q,~(k) = number of times input letter k appears in x~,  (6) 
k=0,  l ..... K - - l ,  
and optimum decoding regions 
Y,a(P) = {~y: P(y [ _Xm) > P(y 1 x-re'), Vm' =/= m}, 
m ~ 1, 2,..., M. 
(7) 
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Then 
and 
I M 
P.(A) = ~ ~=~ E P(_yl_x~) (8) 
= Yme(P) 
1 M 
P~(A) = M ~I  ~ P(Y l -Xm)" (9) 
= Ym(P) 
Using the same code A over the dummy DMC we get the same expressions 
with fi~(A), tic(A), fi(y [ x), y c(~) and Y,n(fi) replacing the corresponding 
variables. 
LEMMA. For any y > O, 
M 
1 - l P~(A) >/~ ~ exp{--n[I(P, P; Q,~) + 7]}" 2 P(Y [ _xm) 
m=l  Ymo(P) 
ny 2 
(lO) 
1 M - I ~ fi(y]xm)_~_,kQ~(k)ak2l, 
Pc(A) ~ M~I  exp{-n[I(P' P;Q~) + Y]}" r~(~, n7 2 
(12) 
where 
~k 2 = • (log P( j  [ k) Ik(ff, p))2 P(JE k) (12) 
h = 0,1,..., K -- 1. 
Proof. 
For y ~ G~(xm) we have 
P~(A) = ~ ~, P(_yl_x~) 
m=l  YmqP)  
1 M 
= Yme(P)V~GT(_xm) 
n 
= exp{--n[I(fi, P; Q,~) -1- ~]}" P(y I xm). 
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Hence 
1 M 
P~(A) >~ ~=~ exp{--n[I(P, P; Q~) q- y]}. 
Now note that 
F~ P(2 l r~). 
y~ qP)c~ %(_x.O 
YmC(P)(hGy(_Xra) YmC(P) YmC(P)V'~Gyc(_Xm ) 
> Y, P(_yI_*~) - Z P(_y!._,~). 
YmC(P) Gyc(_x m) 
In Appendix A we show that by a straightforward use of the Chebyshev 
inequality we have 
av~(~., ) n7 2 
This proves the first part. The second inequality follows in a similar manner. 
Since Ym(P) is not the optimum decision region 
co(A) = ~ E e(_y I_~) 
m=l ym(P) 
1 M 
= r~(P)  
1 M 
> r P(yl_ o) 
= Ym(P)n Gv(_x~n) 
M 
>/~r  ¢=~1 exp{--n[I(/~' P; Q'~) -ff y]}" 
where again 
PLy I_x~) 
y~(p)  - n72 
The basic inequalities of this lemma will be seen to reduce the probelm 
of finding a lower bound to the problem of proving a weak converse type of 
F, P(_ylrm) > ~ P(_yI-~) - ~ P(yl_~m) 
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theorem for the dummy channel. We first illustrate this with the binary 
symmetric channel. 
A. The Binary Symmetric Channel 
Suppose we have a BSC with crossover probability e. Then for this case 
X---- Y={O, 1}and 
11-~,  y =x  P(y l x) 
~ e, y -7/= x" 
Now choose a dummy BSC with crossover probability 3. Then 
tl --3, y =x  
fi(y ] x) = 3, y :#: x" 
For this case we have from (3), 
1(~, a) =~ Zk(L P) 
1- -8  =31og +(l--3) IOgl_e, 
andI(P, P; Q) =I(e, 3) for any{Q(k)}. 
For this example our previous lemma reduces to 
COROLLARY. 
Proof. 
where 
which follows because Ym(fi) is optimum for P. 
o~= (,og ~-1~, ~)~  + 0og 1~_, -~- ,~,  ~)~ 1-,~ 
The only additional observation we make is the inequality, 
1,~t 1 M 
I 
(13) 
(14) 
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To prove our final lower bounds we need to specify our rate R and the 
dummy BSC. Then we need a weak converse theorem for the dummy BSC. 
First the capacity of the actual channel is 
C = log 2 --  d4f(e) (15) 
and the capacity of the dummy BSC is 
= log 2 - -  5tf(6), 
where 
(16) 
5¢~(x) = - -x  log x - -  (1 - -  x) log(1 - -  x). 
< C choose 6 of the dummy BSC such that C < R. Hence For R 
~ R ~ C. We will use next the well-known weak converse for the dummy 
channel. 
THEOREM (Weak Converse, Gallager, 1968). For C < R we have for any 
code A of rate R and block length n, 
fi,(A) >/ 1 - -~-  n-R" 
Pro@ See Appendix B. | 
From this we get for any y > 0, 
where 
C 1 (~z 
PXR, n) (1 R nR exp(--nEI( , 6) + 71}, (17) 
= log 2 --  ~(6)  < R < C = log 2 --  ~e'(e). 
This is the sphere packing lower bound for the BSC. The sphere packing 
exponent is 
Es~(R ) = I(e, 3), (18) 
where 3 satisfies 
log 2 - -  34°(3) = R < C. (19) 
For rates above capacity, R > C, choose the dummy channel such that 
R < C = log 2 - -  3(f(6). Then we have the random coding theorem that 
states the following. 
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RANDOM CODING BOUND (Gallager, 1965). 
and block length n such that 
tic(A) >~ 1 - -e  -"&(R), 
where 
Er(R) >0 for R < O. 
From this we get that for any y > 0, 
P~(R, n) >~ (1 - -  e -n '~ ' (e )  - -  
(~2 
) exp{--n[I(e, 8) q- y]}, 
n7 2 \ 
where 
There exists a code A of rate R 
(20) 
where 
and 8 satisfies 
Similarly, 
Esp(R) = I(E, 8) 
= 8 log - ~ q- (1 - -  3) log 1 - -  8 (24) 
- -E '  
log 2 - -  a/g(8) = R < C. (25) 
-- l im _1 log Pc(R, n) ~ Csv(R), (26) 
n -*co n 
C,~(R) = I(~,  a) 
= 8 log - _6 q- (1 - -  8) log 1 - -  _ 8 _ (27) 
- -E  ~ E 
where 
C = log 2 - -  a~f(~) < R < C ---- log 2 - -  ~(3) .  
The limit of the exponent in this case is 
Cse(R) = I(e, 8), (21) 
where 3 satisfies again 
log 2 - -  a/g(3) = R > C. (22) 
This is the same as Arimoto's upper bound exponent for this case. Hence, like 
the sphere packing lower bound, this bound is exponentially tight for s me 
range of rates above capacity. 
In summary we have for the BSC with crossover probability e: 
- - l im _1 log Pc(R, n) <~ Ese(R), (23) 
n -~°z n 
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and 3 satisfies 
log 2 --  5¢~(8) = R > C. (28) 
The fact that Ese(R ) and Cse(R) have the same form points out the duality 
between P~(R, n) for rates below capacity and P~(R, n) for rates above 
capacity. This kind of duality was first observed by Arimoto (1973). 
B. General Discrete Memoryless Channels, R < C 
For an arbitrary DMC we will lower bound P~(R, n). This results in a 
simple proof of the sphere packing lower bound. 
We first consider a code A = {x 1 , x~ .... , XM} of fixed composition specified 
by Q(k), k = 0, 1,..., K - -  1. That is, a code where 
Q(k) = number of times input letter k appears in x~,, (29) 
n 
k = 0, 1 ..... K - -  1, 
is the same for all code words in A. We now restate our 1emma for this fixed 
composition code and arbitrary dummy DMC. 
COROLLARY. For any Y > 0 and a fixed composition code A of composition 
{Q(k)} we have 
P~(A) >~ exp{--n[I(ff, P; Q) -1- 7]}" l-fie(A) 
Q(h) .2 (30) n), 2 
Proof. Use (10) and the additional inequality 
m=l Ymc(P) 
For R < C we now choose our dummy DMC such that for a given E > 0 
and composition {Q(x)} we have 
P ( j  I ,k) , I(Q; P) ~= ~, ~ P(j [ k) Q(k) l og~,  p(j I k ) Q(k ) 
k j (31) 
This dummy channel is used merely as a tool in deriving a lower bound. 
x e here is not the same as in the previous crossover probability of the BSC. 
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THEOREM (Weak Converse). For this fixed composition code A used over 
the dummy DMC we have 
Po(A) >~ R nR" 
Proof. The proof is a slight variation on the usual proof of the weak 
converse coding theorem and is given in Appendix B. | 
Thus we have for our fixed composition code A, 
e 1 Y~k Q(k) ak 2 .) exp{--n[I(ff, P; Q) + r]} (32) P~(A) ~ ( ~ nR n~ 2 
for any e > O, ~ > 0 and composition {Q(k)} and dummy DMC which 
satisfies 
t(Q; P) <~ R -- e. 
We can certainly maximize the lower bound over all dummy DMC that 
satisfyI(Q; P) ~ R -- E and minimize the lower bound over all compositions. 
Hence 
Ese(R) = max min I(P, P; Q). (33) Q p 
I(Q;P)<~R 
LEMMA. Given E > 0 and v > O, there exists N(~, ~) such that for any fixed 
composition code A of rate R and block length n >~ N(E, Y), 
1 
Pe(A) >/2t--R-t exp{--n[Esp(R ~ ~) + 7]}. (34) 
Proof. Let Q* and P* achieve 
Esp(R - -  ¢) = max min 1(t 3, P; Q). 
0 P 
I(0;/~) ~<R--e 
Pick N(e, 7) such that for all n ~> N(e, 7), 
1 XkQ*(k),C/> ~ _if ,  | R nR n~, 2
To generalize this lemma to the well-known sphere packing lower bound 
which applied to all codes, we note that the number of distinct compositions 
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of code words of blocklength n from alphabet X = {0, 1,..., K -  1} is 
bounded by 
# of distinct composition ~< (n + 1) ~; (35) 
since there can be 0, 1,..., n possible number of components of any input 
letter in X. Next let A be any code of rate R and block length n. Let A' be 
the largest subset of codewords in d with the same composition. Then M', 
the number of code words in A', satisfies 
or  
M 
M'>~ 
# of distinct compositions 
M >~ 
(n + 1) K 
R' = (log M')/n >~ R -- K log(n + 1) (36) 
n 
Certainly if we consider A'  as a separate code then 
Pe(A) ~ P~(A'). (37) 
Hence we have 
THEOREM (Sphere Packing Lower Bound). Given e > 0 and 7 > 0 there 
exists N(e, 7) such that 
1 P~(R, n) >~ 2 tW)  exp{--n[Esv(R - e)+ 7]} (38) 
for all n >~ N(E, 7). II 
Here we have 
-- l im _1 log P~(R, n) ~ Esp(R), (39) 
~-~ov n
where Blahut, has shown that 
Ese(R) = max min I(P, P; Q) (40) Q 
EO;P)<R 
is the sphere packing exponent. Again we have an exponentially tight lower 
bound for some range of rates. 
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C. General Discrete Memoryless Channels, R > C 
We will discuss the lower bounding of Pc(R, n) for R > C. We discuss this 
case to further demonstrate our lower bounding method. We will show that 
Arimoto's recent version of the strong converse coding theorem is expo- 
nentially tight for some range of rates above capacity and again emphasize 
the duality between the coding theorems for rates below capacity and the 
strong converse theorems for rates above capacity. Also recently the author 
(1973) has observed some relationships between source coding theorems 
and strong converse theorems of channel coding. Our bound method also 
points out some commonality between these channel and source coding 
theorems. 
As in the previous ection consider a fixed composition code A of com- 
position {Q(h)}. Then from (11), comes the following. 
COROLLARY. For any ~ > 0 and any fixed composition code of composition 
{9(k)}, we have 
Pc(A) >/exp{--n[I(fi, P; Q) + r]} • I/~o(A) ~ Q(k)ak 2 I" (41) 
n~ 2 
For R ~ C we choose our dummy DMC such that it has capacity C > R. a 
That is, 
R < maxI(9; P) = C. (42) Q 
LEMMA. Given the dummy DMC of capacity C > R, there exists a sequence 
of fixed composition codes {A~} of rates {Rn} , and composition {Qn(k)}, where 
P~(n~) >~ 1 - -e  -~(R), 
Er(R)>O for R<C,  
and 
and 
R ~ Rn ~> R --  K!°g(n  + 1) 
n 
lim infI(9~; P) ~> R. 
We assume that such a DMC always exists. Otherwise R would exceed the rate 
allowable by the input  and output  alphabets. 
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Proof. The random coding theorem states that for R < C there exists a 
code A of rate R and block length n such that 
fi~(A) ~ e -n~"(a), 
where 
E~(R) >0 for R<C.  
Let A~ be the largest subset of A with fixed composition. Let {Qn(k)} denote 
this composition. Its rate R~ satisfies 
R >/Rn/> R -- Kl°g(n + 1) 
n 
Therefore, R~ ~ R as n ~ ~.  
Clearly, when we regard A~ as a separate code then 
Pe(An) ~ P~(A) ~ e -n~(R) 
and 
Pc(An) >/ 1 --e-n~(~); 
For a fixed composition code A n of composition {Qn(k)}, the weak converse of 
Appendix B shows that 
Rn -- I(Qn; P) 1 Po(A.) >~ 
R n nR~ 
>~ 1 I(Q~; P) 1 
Rn nR,~ " 
Combining this lower bound with the upper bound we get 
or  
e -n~(n) ~ 1 I(Qn; P) 1 
R n nR n 
[(Qn; P) >.~ (1 1 e_n~r(R) ) Rn 
nR n 
Hence since R n --+ R 
lim infI(Q.; P) >~ R. [ 
Combining the lemma with previous corollary, we know that there exists 
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a sequence of codes {An} of fixed composition {Q.}, 
P~(A.) >/ l l -- e--nE,,(R) 
This gives us the theorem, 
THEOREM. 
where 
rate {Rn} such that 
Z~ Q(k) ly !e 2 I exp{--n[I(fi, P; Qn) + ~,]}. (43) n.y 2 
- - l im 1 log P~(R, n) < Cse(R), (44) 
Csp(R ) = max min I(P, P ;Q) .  
0 P I(O;P)>~R 
Following the same arguments given by Blahut (1974) we find that Csp(R )
can also be expressed as 
Csp(R) = -~<o<omaX maxQ --oR - -  log . Q(k) P(j lk) 1/a+p,) f' (46) 
which is exactly the exponent derived by Arimoto for the upper bound to 
Pc(R, n). Hence the lower bounds of this section are exponentially tight for 
some range of rates near capacity. 3 Again we observe that Esp(R ) and Csp(R) 
have almost identical forms. 
3. SOURCE CODING PROBABILITIES 
In this section we apply our lower bounding method to probabilities that 
arise in source coding. We will again obtain exponentially tight lower bounds. 
Let us assume a discrete memoryless ource (DMS) with source alphabet 
X = {0, 1 .... , K - -  1} and source probability {P(k)}. Also assume that we 
have a representation alphabet Y = {0, 1 .... , J -1}  and a single-letter 
bounded distortion measure {d(k,j)}, where d(k,j) ~ d o for all k and j .  We 
examine the ncoding of source sequences of length n, denoted _x ~ X •, 
3 The range of rates above capacity where this bound is exponentially tight corre- 
sponds to parameter range -- 1 < p < 0. This is the dual range to the sphere packing 
bound on Pe where the random coding bound and the sphere packing bound coincide 
for parameters 0 < p ~ I. 
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with a code B = (yl ,yz .... ,_YM}, where for each m, ym E yn. For any such 
code B and source sequence x we define 
where 
d(x I B) = min d(x, y), (47) 
2eB 
1 
Z d(x, ,y,). (48) d(_x, _y) = ?z ,=1 
In source coding we are primarily interested inthe average distortion achieved 
using code B. That is, we are interested in d(B) where 
d(B) ~ ~, P(x) d(x I B). (49) 
x n 
A negative statement concerning the smallest achievable average distortion 
is given by the converse source coding theorem. 
CONVERSE (Berger, 1971). For any code B = (Yl, Y2 ,..., YM) of block 
length n and rate R = (log M)/n, if R ~ R(D) then d(B) >~ D, where R(D) is 
the rate distortion function. | 
The rate distortion function R(D) is specified by the source {X, P} and 
distortion measure (d(k, j)} and is given by 
where 
and 
R(D) = min I(P; Q), 
Oe~ D 
I(P; Q) = ~ ~ Q(j I k) P(k) Io- Q(j [ k) 
~ ~Y.~, 9U~k') P(k') 
= IQ(-l ): E EQ(i I k)P(k)d(k,:') < . t .  
k j 
R(D) is a convex strictly decreasing function of D 
min~. S2k P(k) d(k, j) (Berger, 1971). 
To make positive statements about 
consider the inequalities, 
d(B) : ~ P(x) d(x ] B) 
X n 
= ~ P(x) d(x ] B) + 
{x:d(_xIB)<D} 
the achievable 
Z 
{~:a(_x]B)~D} 
<~ D + doPr{d(x_ l B ) ~ D IB}. 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
for D~dma. x= 
average distortion 
P(_~) d(_~ I n )  
(53) 
643[27/2-5 
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Now let ~9°(R, n) be the set of all source codes of rate R and block length n 
and define 
P~(R, n; D) = min Pr{d(x ]B) ~> D I B}. (54) 
B~(R,n)  
Source coding theorems generally show that P~(R, n; D) converges to zero if 
R > R(D) thus showing that the rate distortion function does specify the 
minimum achievable average distortion with a code of rate R----R(D). 
This distortion is achievable in the limit of arbitrarily large block lengths and 
so it is of interest o know how close to the rate distortion limit one can 
achieve with codes of finite block lengths. Thus we are interested in how 
fast Pc(R, n; D) converges to zero when R > R(D). 
In this section we derive lower bounds to P~(R, n; D) and the companion 
probability 
Pc(R,n;D) = max Pr{d(x I B) < D[B} (55) 
Be~°(R, n) 
for rates below R(D). 
In channel coding we introduce the notion of a "dummy" DMC. For 
source coding we consider a "dummy" DMS with the same source alphabet 
X as the actual source but with source probability {fi(k)}. Also we now 
introduce the discrimination function between the dummy DMS with 
source probability {P(k)} and the actual DMS with source probability {P(k)}. 
I(P, P) /x ~ P(k) log P(k) (56) 
For ~ > 0 also define the set 
1- P(x) a Ix: J = n log ~ --  I(fi, P ) ,  < ),) (57) 
and for any code B and distortion level D the set 
X(B, D) = {x: d (x lB  ) >~ n}. 
Then for code B ~ {Yl, Y2 ,-..,yM} we have for the actual source, 
P r{d(x [B) )D]B}= ~ P(x) 
X(B,D) 
Vr{d(x[B)<D]B}= E P(x) 
Xe(B, D) 
and for the dummy DMS the same expressions with Pr(-) and P(x). 
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LEMMA. For any y > 0 
~(~ ~,)~ ~ ~ ~ e~p~-.r,(~, )+,~.  (~(-~ !~) ~ ~ 1~-  ~) 
Pr{d(x IB) < D 
where 
Proof. 
For x ~ G~ 
(58) 
B} ~ exp{--n[I(P, P)+ 7]}" @r{d(x IB) < D, B}-  ~) ,  
(59) 
SO 
P(k) 
(7~ = ~ (l°g ~(h) -- I(fi' P)) 2p(h)" 
Pr{d(x [ B) ) D IB} ~ ~ P(x). 
X(B,D)(~Gy 
P(_x) >/exp{--n[I(/~, P) + 7,]}"/~(_x) 
Pr{d(_x ]B) >/D I B} >~ exp{--n[I(fi, P) -k 7]}" P(_~). 
X(B,D)C~q v 
P(~-)= Z P(~-)- Z P(~-) 
X(B, D) X(B, D)r~ av~ 
>1 Z P(~_)- Y~ P(~_), 
x(B, D) %~ 
Now we note that 
Z 
X(B,D)f3G 3, 
(60) 
P~(R,n; D) = min Pr{d(x [B) ~> D T B}. (61) 
Be~9"(R,n) 
where the Chebyshev inequality gives 
Z P(-~) ~< • 
%° n7 ~ 
The second inequality follows in the same way. | 
The inequalities of this lemma reduce the rest of the proof to the problem 
of proving a weak converse theorem for the dummy DMS. 
A. General Discrete 3/Iemoryless Sources, R > R(D) (~Viarton (1974) 
When R > R(D) we will lower bound 
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For any code B = {_Yl,_-Y2 ,..., _YM} of block length n and rate R and any 
dummy DMS we now want to lower bound Pr{d(x I B) /> D [ B} and then 
apply the 1emma. Choose the dummy DMS so that its rate distortion function 
/~(D) satisfies 
R < R(D)# (62) 
For this dummy DMS we have the weak converse, 
WEAK CONVERSE. For R < R(D), there exists a constant ~ > 0 such that 
15r(d(_x ] B) >~ D IB} >~ 
for any code B of Rate R. 
Proof. Recall that for the dummy DMS and any code B of rate R we have 
the average distortion 
d(B) <~ D + d o Pr{d(x [ B) ~> D [ B} 
or  
Pr{d(_x IB) ~ D IB} >/ d(B) -- D 
4 
The converse coding theorem and the fact that/~(-) is a strictly decreasing 
function shows that for D 1 that satisfies R = ~(Dx) < /~(D) we have the 
bounds, 
d(B) >~ D 1 > D. 
Hence 
13r{d(_x ] B) /> D IB} >/ 31 -- D 
do - -~>0.  | 
This weak converse together with our lemma yields the bound 
(a __ _2.n_~_) exp - -  n[l(ff, P) -}- 71 Pc(R, n; D) 
for any dummy EMS where R < R(D). Hence we have, 
(63) 
THEOREM. For R > R(D), 
--lim 1 log P,(R, n; D) <~ F(R, D), (64) 
n-+~ n 
4 It can be shown that if such a dummy DMS cannot be found then Pc(R, n; D) ~ 0 
for large enough n. 
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where 
F(R,D) = min I(/~,P). | (65) p 
R<~R(D) 
NIarton (1974) first proved this lower bound and further demonstrated 
that F(R, D) also is the exponent for an upper bound to Pe(R, n; D). Hence 
this bound is exponentially tight. Blahut (1974) had shown other upper 
bounds to Pe(R, n; D) that had F(R, D) as the exponent. Blahut examined 
many forms ofF(R, D) just as he did for Esp(R) in channel coding. 
B. General Discrete Memoryless Sources, R < R(D) 
When R < R(D) we will lower bound 
Pc(R, n; D) = max Pr{d(_xlB) < D I B}. (66) 
B~5~(R,n) 
For this case choose the dummy DMS so that 
/~(D) < R. (67) 
Then we have a weak converse, 
WEAK CONVERSE. For I~(D) < R there exists an N and constant ~ > 0 
such that for all n >/N 
Pc(R, n; D) >/~. 
Proof. The usual coding theorems for the dummy DMS where _~(D) < R 
shows that 
/~,(R, n; D) -----> 0 
n-~co 
or  
fie(R, n; D) ----.'- 1. 
Hence for any c~ ~ (0, l) there is a large enough N such that for all n >/N,  
fie(R,n; D) ~> ~. | 
This weak converse together with our lemma shows that for n ~ N we have 
n; D) ~ (~ -- -~;T) exp{--n[l(_#, P) + y]}, (68) Pc(R, 
where _R(D) < R < R(D). Hence we have the following. 
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THEOREM. For R < R(D), 
where 
--lim 1_ log Pc(R, n; D) ~ G(R, D), (69) 
n~ n 
G(R, D) = rain I(ff , P). | (70) 
P 
Although there are no known upper bounds to Pc(R, n; D) we conjecture 
that this lower bound on P,(R, n; D) is exponentially tight for some range of 
rates. 
C. General Discrete Memoryless Source--Soft Boundary 
The general lower bound method also extends to source coding probabilities 
introduced by the author (1973). Here we introduce a forbidden code word 
Y0 ~ Y~ which is used as a "soft" or random threshold. Forbidden code word 
Y0 given source sequence x is choosen according to a conditional probability 
n 
Q(yo r _x) = [I Q(yo, ] xt) (71) 
t= l  
that satisfies 
D(Q) £ • Z Q(J I k) P(k) d(k, j) ~< D. (72) 
Then we have the inequalities 
d(B) = Z P(x) d(x [ B) 
Xn 
= ~ ~ P(x) Q(yo ] x) d(x [ B) 
X n yn  
= Z Z P(x_) Q(yo ] x) d(x_ [ B) 
{(_X,Yo):d(_xle)<~(_X,~o)} 
+ Z • P(x) O(Yo I x_) d(x I B) 
{(_x, _Yo ) :d(~[B) ~>~(_x, _Yo)} 
~< D + d o Pr{d(x [ B) ~ d(_x, Yo) I B, Q}, (73) 
Here we study the probabilities 
P,(R, n; D) = mion B~Se(R,n)min Pr{d(x_ I B) ~ d(x, Yo) I B, Q} (74) 
D(Q)~.D 
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and 
Po(R, n; D) = max max Pr{d(_x ] B) < d(x, Y0) [ B, Q}. (75) 
Q B~(R,n)  
D(Q)~<D 
These probabilities differ from those of Sections 3A and 3B in that the 
threshold D is replaced by a random threshold (_x, Y0)- The random threshold 
probabilities here are often easier to work with and in general one would 
expect a different exponential behavior. Source coding bounds for trellis 
codes (Viterbi and Omura, 1974) and general source coding bounds for 
parallel networks (Shohara nd Omura, 1974) are easily found using these 
random threshold probabilities. 
At this point we introduce a dummy DMS with probability {i(h)} and a 
corresponding dummy conditional probabilitry {~(j] k)}, where we define 
b(Q) = ~ ~ Q(J I k) if(k) d(k,j). (76) 
J 
For the dummy source we also have a rate distortion function denoted R(D). 
Our next step is to define a natural discrimination between the dummy source 
with P(k), Q(jk) and the actual source with P(k), Q(jk). Define this 
discrimination as 
I ( i ,  O; P, Q) = ~ ~ O(j ] k) i(k) log o(j I k) if(k) 
7~ j -~1 k )P~ (77) 
and for any ), > 0 define the set 
G, = l(_x, Y0): 1 log ~(Y0 i- x) i(_x) I(ff, Q; P, Q)] < )'I" (78) 
n Q(yo i x_) P(_x) 
Now we can state our basic inequalities, 
LEMMA. For any ~ > 0 
Pr{d(x I B) ) d(x, y) I B, Q) 
>~ exp{--n[/(i, Q; P, Q) + v]} @r{d(_x [B) >~ d(x_, _Yo)[ B, ~} -- ~)  
(79) 
Pr{d(_x [B) < d(x_, _Yo) I B, Q} 
>~ exp{--n[I(ff , O; P, Q) + ,]} @r{d(_x [B) < d(x, Yo)[ B, Q} - ~) ,  
m 
(80) 
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where 
o~ = ~ y (log O~i l h~ P~ 
j Q(jl k) P(k) I(P, Q; P, 0)) 30_.(J [ k) P(k). (80 
Proof. Define the set 
x(B) = {(_x, yo) : d(_~ I B) 1> a(x, Yo)}. 
Then as before we have 
Pr{d(x ] B) ~ d(x, Yo) ] B, Q} -- ~, ~ Q(yo [ x) P(x) 
X(B) 
/> Z Q(yo I_x) P(_x). 
X(B)nG~, 
For (_x, _Yo) E G~ we have 
Q(yo [ x) P(x) >/exp{-n[I(/~, ~.; p, Q) + y]}. O(yo ] x) fi(x) 
SO 
Vr{d(~_ I B) >1 d(~_, Yo) I B, Q) 
>/exp{--n[I(/~, ); P, Q) -J- 7]}" ~ ~ ~J(yo [ _x)/5(_x) 
× exp{-n[I(P, 0; P, 9) + ~]} 
%° 
× ex~--nr~. ~, ~, Q) + ~1)(~,~x ~)  ) ~x. yo)I ~. Q) -- ~), 
where the last inequality is the Chebyshev inequality 
G 2 
Z X 0(_yo I _x) p(_~) < - - .  
Proof of the seeond inequality is the same. | 
Suppose now we have R ~ R(D) and we wish to lower bound P~(R, n; D). 
First choose the dummy DMS so that its rate distortion function /~(D) 
satisfies R </~(D). Then we have the following. 
WEAK CONVERSE, For R < R(D) and conditional probability {Q(j l k)} such 
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that •(0) ~ D, there exists an ~ > 0 such that 
l~r{d(_x [ B) ~ d(x, yo)l B, O} >/c~ 
for any code B of rate R. 
Proof. We have from (73), 
d(B) <~ D -t- do Pr{d(x 
or  
Pr{d(_x ] B) ~ d(x, Yo) 
B) ~ d(_x, yo)] B, O} 
B, (Q) >~ d(B) - -  D 
4 
Since R </~(D) we know that for D 1 that satisfies R =/~(D1) we have from 
the converse coding theorem, 
Hence 
d(B) >~ D 1 > D. 
Pr{d(_x l B ) ~ d(x_, yo)[ B, 0} >~ - -  
From this we get the bound 
D 1 -- D -~>0.  II 
do 
/ 
P,(R, n; D) >/ [o~ -- --~2 ) exp{--n[I(fi, O; P, Q) + y]} (82) 
for any dummy DMS, where R </~(D), and (Q(jl h)}, {0(jl k)} that satisfy 
/9(Q) ~< D, 
(83) 
D(Q ) ~< D. 
THEOREM. For R > R(D), 
where 
--lira 1 log P~(R, n; D) <~ E(R, D), (84) 
E(R, D) = min max max I(fi, 0; P, Q). | (85) 
p o Q 
.R<ff~(D) D(~.)<D D(Q)<D 
We conjecture that E(R, D) is equal to the exponent of the upper bound 
to P~(R, n; D) found by the author (1968). 
For R < R(D) we of course choose a dummy DMS so that /~(D) < R 
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and, following essentially the same argument given earlier, we have, the 
following. 
THEOREM. For R < R(D), 
--lira 1_ log Pc(R, n; D) <~ C(R, h), (86) 
n~oo n 
where 
C(R, D) = min max max I(/~, O; P, Q). (87) 
~ o O 
R>~(D) D(O)<~D D(Q)<-~D 
Again we conjecture that this theorem yields an exponentially tight lower 
bound on Pc(R, n; D) for some range of rates. 
4. Discussion 
In this partly tutorial paper we presented a fairly general lower bounding 
method which was suggested by Blahut's work on discrimination functions 
and Marton's source coding results. Although the main sphere packing 
coding bound is not new, this method appears to be one of the simplest 
ways of proving this bound. Blahut has a different method based on hypothesis 
testing concepts which is also simple. Marton first proved the source coding 
result in Section 3A. It was her proof that stimulated the general ower 
bounding method presented here. Other results in this paper are new. 
Basic to this method is the notion of dummy channels for channel coding and 
dummy sources for source coding. After defining a discrimination between 
dummy and real channels (sources), we then find a weak converse theorem for 
the dummy channel (source). Finding an appropriate weak converse theorem 
is the most difficult part of this lower bounding method. 
APPENDIX A 
Given transition probabilities {P(j[ k)}, {/sU[ k)}, and composition {Q(h)}, 
we defined 
Ik(P, P) : ~ P(J I k) log fi(j I k) 
j  G(jlk) ' 
I(_fi, P; 9) = E 9(h) Ik(P, P), 
lc 
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and for any 7 > 0, 
n ~=1 P(y~]x~) 
We now find an upper bound for 
P(_Y r-~) • 
%,¢~) 
Let 
n ~=1 P(Yt] x~) 
Clearly by definition of i~(/5, p) we have 
z . (y  Ix_) P(y Ix_) = o 
yn  
and since Z,~(_y I x) is a sum of conditionally independent terms 
[z.(_y 1 -~)]~ P(_y l _~) = ~ ~=1 %~' 
where 
If  x = _x m is a code word of composition {Q(k)}, then 
[z.(_y I _~)P fi(_y I _x~) = ~- ~ Q(k) ~.  
By the Chebyshev inequality we have 
G,f¢_xm) 
~< n72 
APPENDIX B 
Consider a fixed composition code _// = {_x 1 , _x~ .... , XM} of block length n 
and rate R = (log M)/n. Let {Q(k)} be the code composition and assume we 
have a dummy DMC with transition probability {P(jl  k)}. 
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LEMMA. For this fixed composition code, A, the mutual information between 
the input sequence and output sequences of the dummy DMC satisfies 
-?(X"; Y") <~ hi(Q; P). 
where 
Proof. 
can be expressed as 
where 
Hence 
-?(X'~; Y~) = ~, ~ P(y l _x) Qa(_x) log ff(y [ x_) 
x- r- Zx. P(y I x) Qa(_x) '
tO; x~A 
P(_y I -~) = ~ P(y, Ix,), 
t=l 
[(Xn; yn) = min Z ~ P(-Y I x) QA(X) log P(y I-x) 
e(y_) x, r, P(Y) 
< Z ~/~(Y Ix) QA(_x) log P(-y [ x) 
x .  r .  Po(_Y)  ' 
Po(_y) = ~ Po(yd, 
Po(Yt) = ~ P(Yt [ h) Q(k). 
k 
1 M 
1 M 
1 M 
x.~) log/~(y I x~) ~ P(-Y [ - -Po(y) 
P(y I _x,~) ~ log p(y* x,,,) 
r, t=l Po(yd 
~=1 j Po(J) 
1 M P(j] k) 
-~ M- ~=~1  nQ(k) ~ P(j I k) log 
Po(J) le j 
= nl(Q; P). | 
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Now we can state a weak converse coding theorem for a fixed composition 
code. 
WEAK CONVERSE THEOREM. For a fixed composition code A of composition 
{Q(k)} use over the dummy DMC, we have 
fie(A) > R-  X(Q; P) 1 
R nR" 
Proof. Denote rh as the decoded message and J~ as the decoded message 
space. Jr' is the actual transmitted message space. Then 
and 
Define 
fie( A ) = Z Z P(m, rh)
th myrrh 
Pc(A) = ~ P(m, rh). 
rh , m=rh 
1 
H(dd I d/d) = Z Z P(m, rh) log P(m [ rh) 
m rh 
1 1 = ~ Z P(m, rh) log q- Z P(m, rh) log P(m I r~) P(m l~)  lh m~rh rh,m=da 
Subtracting fie(A) log(M -- 1) + 5~f(fi,(A)), where 
d~(x) = - -x log x - -  (1 - -x )  log(1 - -x)  
we get 
H(dg ],/~) -- fie log(M -- l) -- d~f(fie(A)) 
fie(A) 
= Z Z P(m, rh) lOg(M_  1)P(m ] rh) + Z 
rh m~rh ~,m=rh 
P(m, rh) log 1 -- fie(A) 
P(m l ~) " 
Using inequality log x ~ x - -  1 on both sums yields 
H( J / [  V/?) ~ fie(A) log(M -- 1) q- $/d(fie(A)) 
< fie(A) log M + I 
< P,(A) nR + 1. 
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The average mutual information between J/g and//] is 
I(dd'; V//]) = ~ ~ P(m, rh) log P(m [ rh) 
m ~, P(m) 
---- log M -- H(M//I//]) 
= nR -- H(J{ [ ,//]). 
The data processing theorem (Gallager, 1968) gives 
:Z) i(x.; Y.). 
Thus 
H(Jd I d d) >~ nR -- [(Xn; Y'O 
nR --  nI(Q; if) 
ft.(A) .R  + 1 >/nR -- n I(Q; fi) 
P.(A) >~ R-  I(Q;R p)  nR | 
and 
or 
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